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ABSTRACT:
Advice without income is quite meaningless. It becomes meaningful when the income is full. Advice without penny causes
pain. In this jet age who is so fool to advice without a single penny? To a busy person advice means add vice.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather it reveals, so
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical,
and the best critical writing is creative. The present article
is the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that the
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal writer, wrote many essays, and notably “Of
Love”, “Of Friendship”, “Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation and his unique style
kindled imagination and inspired me to write essays, in the
light of creative writing, thus to get relief through
Catharsis.

ARTICLE
Advice is opinion given as to what to do or how to handle a
situation. It is words given or offered as an opinion or
recommendation offered as guidance about future action,
conduct, behaviour, etc. It is to counsel. It is a
communication containing information e.g. Advice from
abroad informs us that the government has fallen. It is
information or report e.g. diplomatic advices. It is letter of
advice. It is formal official intelligence about anything e.g.
advice on mortgages; financial advice. It is especially
skilled opinion, as of a physician or lawyer.
Advice is formal notification of a transaction. It is news. It
is communications from a distance. It, especially in
commerce, is a formal note giving information about a sale,
delivery, etc. e.g. an advice note. For example: We received
advice that the goods had been dispatched.

Take advice is to obtain advice, especially from an expert.
It is to seek it especially from a specialist, legal etc. It is to
act in accordance with advice received or given.
Advisable is proper to be advised or recommended. It is
being good advice. It is expedient. It is open to advice. It
implies desirable. It is to do something is worth
recommending as a course of action. It implies sensible.
For example: Early booking is advisable. Do you think it
advisable to wait? It means prudent e.g. Is it advisable to
write to him?
Politic and proper are synonymous to advisable.
Advice is to view. It is to take thought of, consider. It is to
take to avizandum. It is to bethink. It is to announce. It is to
give advice or an opinion to. It is to discuss something and
get advice. It is to reflect, deliberate. It is to recommend
e.g. they advise caution; advised me to rest. It is to
recommend an action, policy, etc. in giving advice e.g. to
advise secrecy. It is to give information or notice to often
following by of e.g. He was advised of the facts. It is to take
counsel usually followed by with. It is, chiefly in US, to
discuss or consult with.
Advise somebody against something/doing something is to
give advice to somebody. Advise somebody on something
is to recommend something to somebody.
Advise somebody of something, especially in commerce, is
to inform somebody officially. For example: Please advise
us of the dispatch date/when the goods will be dispatched.
We were not advised that the date of the meeting had been
changed.
Advised is showing or resulting from thought or advice e.g.
now chiefly in well-advised, ill-advised. It implies informed
e.g. to be kept thoroughly advised. It is judicious. It is
having duly considered. It is considered. It is deliberate. It
is appraised. It is amenable to advice.
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Advisedly is after careful thought. It is with due
consideration. It is intentionally. It is wisely, prudently. It
means deliberately. For example: I use these words
advisedly.
Adviser/advisor is one who gives advice. It is a teacher
appointed by an education authority to advise on academic
matters thereby development of his subject.
Adviser/ advisor to somebody on something is a person
who gives advice, especially somebody who is an expert in
a particular field. For example: serve as special adviser to
the President on foreign affairs; a financial adviser.
Adviser/advisor is a person who advises, especially one
appointed to do so and regularly consulted. The disputed
form advisor is probably influenced by the adjective
advisory.
Advisee, in education, is one of a group of students
supervised by a faculty adviser.
Advisory is having the attribute or function of advising. It
is relating to, or containing, advice. It is constituted to give
advice or empowered to advise e.g. an advisory
committee/body/service; be/act in an advisory
capacity/role. It is having the power or duty to advise e.g.
an advisory council. It is a report or warning, especially,
one issued by the National Weather Service about weather
conditions. In North America an advisory statement,
especially, is a bulletin about bad weather.
Adviceful is watchful. It is attentive. It is skilled in advising.
Advice-boat is a swift vessel employed in conveying
despatches.
Advisatory is advisory.
Advisedness is deliberate consideration. It is prudent
procedure.
Advisement is counsel. It is careful deliberation or
consideration.
Take under advisement is to consider carefully.
Advisorate is the body of advisers appointed by an
education authority.
Advice, counsel, recommendation, suggestion refer to
opinions urged as worthy bases for thought, opinion,
conduct, or action.
Advice, as already mentioned, is a practical
recommendation as to action or conduct e.g. advice about
purchasing land.
Counsel implies serious deliberation of weighty matters. It
is weighty and serious advice, given after careful
deliberation e.g. counsel about one’s career.
Recommendation is weaker than advice and suggests an
opinion that may or may not be acted upon e.g. Do you
think that he will follow my recommendation?
Suggestion implies something more tentative than a
recommendation e.g. He did not expect his suggestion to
be taken seriously.

Advise, admonish, caution, warn, guidance, urging, inform,
confer, consult are synonymous to advise.
Advise, as opined earlier, means simply to recommend a
course of action and implies that the giver of the advice has
knowledge or experience.
Admonish suggests earnest, gently reproving advice
concerning a fault, error, etc., given by someone fitted to
do so by age or position.
To caution or warn is to give advice that puts one on guard
against possible danger, failure, etc.
Warn is used especially when a serious danger is involved.
Man gets advice. He is bound to follow advice. Thus man
willy-nilly follows advice infinite times from cradle to
grave. Also man advises. He has to advise either for social
or moral or legal ground or altogether. Both advice and
advise are of various types having different forms and
features along with varied degrees and dimensions
coupled with various forms and features as well.
For example: Doctor’s advice; legal advice; Letter of advice;
advices from our London office; act on somebody’s advice;
a Citizens’ Advice Bureau; Had advices that the garrison
was still well-provisioned.
Some senior players were there to advise the debutante.
The committee advised the appointment. The accountant
advised the manager of serious shortage of funds. Advise
with one’s seniors. The advisability of such an action is
questionable. An ill-advised venture is ending in disaster.
You should take legal advice i.e. discuss the problem with a
lawyer. My advice to you would be to wait. If you take my
advice you will see a doctor. Let me give you a piece/a
bit/a few words/a word of advice.
The doctor advised me to take a complete rest. They
advised her against marrying quickly. She advises the
government on economic affairs. We were advised not to
drink the water. We advised that they should start
early/advised them to start early. I would advise taking a
different approach. You would be well advised i.e. sensible
to stay indoors. Can you advise me what to do next?
Someone advises always. He seldom works. He is lazy. He
is afraid of labour. He wants to earn without any toil,
rather through tall talks. He is destined to advise. He likes
not to take advice. He knows that he knows all and
everything. He knows not that he knows not. He works if
he likes. He works not if he likes not. He considers and
preaches himself as God father. None laughs for him.
Rather everybody laughs at him. He is a self-proclaimed
adviser. He is always eager to advise the prey whether he
or she wants it or not it matters little. As such everybody
avoids him. Such fake gurus are omnipresent everywhere
in every age.
On the contrary, a busy person advises not. He has no time
to advise others. He likes not to waste time through
advising. To him advice means add vice. He cannot finish
his jobs working untiringly round the clock. He thinks this
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failureis due to past vices committed by him. He considers
him as a sinner. As such he is reluctant not to burden
himself further adding further vice. Rather, he advises
himself always for better outcome.
Advice without income is quite meaningless. It becomes
meaningful when the income is full.
Advice without penny causes pain. In this jet age who is so
fool to advise without a single penny? To a busy person
advice means add vice.
Water flows downward. Heat flows hot to cold. Similarly,
the superior advises the inferior. A moneyed man
considers him wise. As such he advises all and everybody.
He advises more when he earns more. When he earns
more, his advice overflows more. This flow is a yardstick of
his merriment and directly proportionate with his income.
Advice is guideline towards life. Parents advise children to
be truthful always. Teachers advise the students to read
attentively. This attention paves the way for future
success. Every religion advises its followers since time
immemorial. The holy books are enriched with valuable
advice.

and wherever required. Some callous persons don’t take
doctor’s advice for the ailing child. Sometimes the child
dies. Then the rich person realizes the value of doctor’s
advice. He perceives that his stupidity is singularly liable
for the premature death of his issue.Doctor’s advice would
save the life if it would be taken in time. Man realizes the
importance of advice after the happening of the mishap.

CONCLUSION
Good culture knows the value of advice. Casual person
can’t shine for ignoring advice from good person. A callous
student avoids the teacher and the wise and suffers
life-long. Early enjoyment punishes. Early education
confirms progress.
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There are two types of persons. The first category advises
voluntarily with charitable intention. He is a humanitarian.
He is a benefactor of mankind. He is a Good Samaritan. The
second category gives advice on demand. This type of
person helps if his demand is full-filled. Again such a
scrupulous person stops his advice in the midway. He
bargains again for higher wages. Sometimes he advises.
Sometimes he advises not. Thus his mood and motif are
gloriously so uncertain. In fact advice is his profession. He
believes in demand and supply theory of economics. He is
conscious on ROI i.e., return on investment. As such this sly
person is a tout having sagacious looking. He can befool his
prey at ease.
Man realizes the value of advice when he reaches the
autumn of life. Time and tide wait for none. An inattentive
student realizes it only when he fails in the examination.
Then he realizes that all his openings are closed to him. He
sees his successful class-mates enter into the higher
galaxy. He mourns when misfortune dogs him wherever he
goes. He repents why he did not hear teacher’s advice in
his early days. He curses himself. They say, strike the iron,
when it is hot. Now the iron is no more, hot rather too cold
at this belated period of life.
A passenger knows the value of a train when he misses it.
He lacks in time consciousness. Other passengers reached
the station well ahead before the departure of the train
and availed it thereby reached their destination in time. He
ignored the advice of punctuality. As such he has to wait
alone in the lonely station.
A hungry person knows the value of food. The wise advises
not to waste food. The learned contends that if a person
wastes food then, in future, food will take revenge
throwing the victim into scarcity thereby starvation.
Some conscious persons take doctor’s advice whenever
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